Junior and Senior Summer Reading Assignment 2018-2019
Parents:
Research has firmly established the correlation between time spent reading and reading
achievement. Furthermore, the effects of reading extend into quality of life: high levels of
leisure reading and reading proficiency are associated with greater academic, financial,
professional, and civic benefits (National Endowment for the Arts, 2007). The Notre Dame
Academy English department is committed to encouraging our students to become lifelong
readers. As such, we have opened up our summer reading assignment to encourage
autonomy and student choice in the reading process. The primary objective of this
assignment is to allow students to choose and read books that interest them. With the
volume of books available, we will not know the details of every book students might
select. In the spirit of the Sisters of Notre Dame, who encourage transformation through
education, it is important to know that we will not place a tight filter on selections. What
we want is to nurture each student’s willingness to read – for pleasure, for knowledge, for
understanding – so that they choose to read beyond assigned reading, beyond what is
compulsory for class. We encourage parents to be involved in this selection process as they
see fit. Consider looking over your daughter’s selection to ensure that you feel the content
of the novel is appropriate for your child. If you have objections, have your student choose
another book from the list. As Katherine Patterson notes, “it is not enough to simply teach
children to read; we have to give them something worth reading. Something that will
stretch their imaginations—something that will help them make sense of their own lives
and encourage them to reach out toward people whose lives are quite different from their
own.”
-NDA English Department

Students:
Your assignment is to select ONE book from the list below based on your grade level for the
2018-19 school year. You should choose any text that interests you and that you have not
previously read, and then share your book selection and the information on the previous
page with your parents. You must purchase a clean copy of your chosen book (there should
be no writing in the book when you buy it). The specific assignment is explained on page 3
of this document. The grading rubric is on page 4.
-NDA English Department

Junior/Senior List
The Things They Carried by Tim O’brien
Persepolis: The Story of Childhood by Marjane Satrapi
Year of Wonders by Geraldine Brooks
Underground Railroad by Colson Whitehead
All the Light We Cannot See by Anthony Doerr
Ready Player One by Ernest Cline
Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close by Jonathan Safran Foer
The Handmaid’s Tale by Margaret Atwood
The Other Wes Moore by Wes Moore
One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest by Ken Kesey
Lord of the Flies by William Golding (only if you didn’t read it in 10th grade)
The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini
Life of Pi by Yann Martel
In Cold Blood by Truman Capote

2017-2018 Summer Reading Annotation Guide
Annotating your Selected Book
Begin by selecting a book from your grade level reading list. For this assignment your book
will need to be a physical copy (no ebooks) and should have no writing in it. Put your name
and grade level inside the book with a sharpie.
Your summer assignment is to read and carefully annotate your book. Your book should be
read and your annotations completed by the first day back to school. Please bring the book
with you on that day!
WHAT ARE ANNOTATIONS?
Think of annotation as a way to read closely and actively interact with the book you are
reading. Instead of simply reading and turning the page, think about what you read and
then share those thoughts on the pages of the book! Highlighted passages that have no
notes to explain why they are highlighted are not considered annotation.
You DO NOT need to annotate on every page. Your annotations should be spread out
throughout the book and should show a thoughtful and engaged reading of the text.
Aim for approximately 25-30 quality annotations per 100 pages.
SO WHAT DO I LOOK FOR AS I ANNOTATE?
IN GENERAL consider annotating for things like
·
Brief summaries of what is happening (plot) in the text. It’s especially helpful to
paraphrase difficult passages!
·
Questions about what you don’t understand.
·
Emotional reactions you may have to what you read!
·
Connections you see to other parts of the book.
·
Connections you see to real life, especially to your own life experience.
·
Connections to other works of literature, to movies, to songs, to current events…
·
Passages that describe or reveal the book’s characters.
·
Literary techniques you recognize (like symbolism, types of conflict, irony, etc)
·
Historical context or traditions/social customs that are used in the book.
IN SPECIFIC you should focus on the following based on your grade level:
Incoming Seniors: Historical/cultural connection and Tone
Incoming Juniors: Historical/cultural connection and point of view

Name:

Class:

Date:

Annotation Rubric

A
●
●
●
●

●

Text is marked throughout - approximately 25-30 annotations per 100 pages.
Words and phrases are marked and commentary/notations appear in the margins that
indicate a response to the words/phrases marked
Marginalia (comments in the margin) reflect applications of literary terms, questioning,
summarizing, analysis.
Annotations demonstrate a high level of analysis and interpretation – thinking beyond the
surface level of the text and insight beyond classroom terminology. Thoughtful connections
made to other texts, or other events throughout the novel with in-depth analysis.
Marginalia is relevant to your grade level focus

B
●
●

●
●

Text is marked throughout but with less than 25-30 annotations per 100 pages
Commentary/notations in margins appear less frequently or don’t respond directly to the
passage annotated. Marginalia may be primarily summary or paraphrase with some attempt
at analysis.
Annotations demonstrate analysis and interpretation – thinking beyond the surface level of
the text. Thoughtful connections made to other texts or events.
Marginalia is mostly relevant to your grade level focus

C
●
●

●

Text is not consistently marked throughout
Some random passages appear to be marked; passages selected often have no real
significance
Little/no marginalis or marginalia that is characterized by plot level questions or simplistic
summary
Annotations demonstrate some analysis and interpretation – thinking somewhat beyond
the surface level of the text. Attempts at making connections.
Marginalia is somewhat relevant to your grade level focus

●
●
●
●

Text is only partially annotated
Annotations are highlights only. Marginalia is minimal or non-existent
Random passages appear to be marked; passages selected have no real significance
Marginalia is not relevant to your grade level focus.

●

Annotated text not submitted or annotations are plagiarized or student submits a text they
have read previously for school or summer reading

●
●

D

F

